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LECT. 6 

SPECIAL NODAL BUILDING 

AND KNOTTING PROCESS



The nodal special building is the part of the urban 
fabric characterized by a central structure  
organically hierarchized in relation to the others

This central structures are, from the point of view:

STATIC brought, compared to other load bearing (collaborating)   

DISTRIBUTIVE served, compared to other serving

SPATIAL nodal, compared to other serial



Leipzig 1931

“Hallenbauten are buildings that 

enclose vast spaces, characterized 

by the fact that the Halle, in the 

context of the entire architectural 

complex, is in a dominant position. 

All other spaces are subordinate.

........

The spaces destined to become 

places of worship or those of a 

representative nature, do not differ 

substantially from those intended 

instead for assemblies, processes, 

trade, or large spa buildings.”

PERSISTENCE OF THE NOTION OF TYPE 

AND PROCESS INSIDE MODERNITY 



- HALLENBAUTEN p.49Martin Gropius, Second Gewandhaus, Leipzig1884

disegno



Nodal special building

directly derived from the base building



GGANTIJA TEMPLE, MALTA Malta 

In Malta there is another small structure 

with 3 lobes that probably was the house 

of the shaman (intermediate passage 

between the house and the temple)



A.Ostia antica. Synagogue - I century A.D

B. Doura Europos (Mesopotamia). Domus ecclesiae - III century A.D
C. Siria. Church of Qirq-Biza – V century A.D

An exemplary case of the church deriving from the basic building is the church of Doura Europos 
(200 AD) in which the spaces reserved for worship were integrated into the domestic spaces.

A B C



S Maria Antiqua



Erik Gunnar Asplund and Sigurd Lewerentz. Chapel in the Stockholm Cimitery  1920



Ognissanti a Valenzano

The Church of Ognissanti in Valenzano (1070/78) is one of the most crystalline 

examples of formative process: from the way and times the church was built we 

understand how it is derived from the experience of base building. 

The construction took place with the complete construction of each single cell. 

This is confirmed by the construction phases: the building is started from the apse,  

proceeding for completing successive “cells”, one at a time along the main axis, 

ending with the main façade.



Filone chiese pugliesi

S.Bartolomeo di Padula

Ognissanti a Valenzano
Tipo a vani gerachizzati con cupla 

centrale (es. Bitonto)

Seppannibale

S.Apollinare a Rutigliano

S.Eustachi a Giovinazzo

S. Croce a Bitonto

Bitonto

Bitonto

http://www.giuseppestrappa.it/



Nodal special building

indirectly derived from the base building



Rudolf Schwarz,  

Corpus Domini, Church, Aachen  1928



Egon Eiermann S.Matteo 1953

Egon Eiermann.  San Matteo, 1953 



"The natural space has directions: the three we know.
They indicate that it is an orderly space, not chaos.
Order of contiguous, superimposed, subordinate.
This space allows our life to move in the fullness of 
meaning; that we can build houses, shape them, inhabit 
them.
Even the sacred space has an order.
...... How many can walk with dignity ? It is not in a hurry 
and running, but a dignified movement.
This approach, when it is devoted, can be called liturgy. "

Romano Guardini, Vom Geist of the Liturgy, Mainz, 1918
- Lo spirito della liturgia, (prima trad. 1927) Morcelliana, 
Brescia, 1980
- L'Esprit de la liturgie, trad. par Robert d'Harcourt, Paris, 
Plon, 1930



Rudolf Schwarz,  disegni per Vom Bau den Kirken 1938 – Sacro anello – Sacra partenza (anello aperto)

départ sacré







From G. Strappa, Unità dell’organismo architettonico, pag.225

http://www.giuseppestrappa.it/

Interpretation of turkish mosque 

transformation 



Basilical Types



Karnak restituz Lépere pianta



Basilica Ulpia 

Basilica Ulpia in Traianus Forum, 112 A.D. 



Terme di Diocleziano

Terme di Diocleziano e 

S. Maria degli Angeli 





Terme di Diocleziano

E. PAULIN,  Terme di Diocleziano (1885): 



Biblioteca Nazionale di Parigi, Etienne Boullée 1785



MODERN CHURCHES







Cristo Re







St.Benedictus Abbey at Vaals 



The St.Benedictus Abbey at Vaals (Netherlands)

Benedectin Abbey built starting in 1922 as a simple quadrilater with two 

towers marking the corners and left unfinished for several years. In 1968 the 

main church, a crypt and an atrium were added following a project by 

Dutch architect Hans Van der Laan, who also designed the library, a 

sacristy and an open arcade around a new cloister, completed in 1986.



San Benedetto a VAALS





Nodal special building

directly derived from a 

knotting process



Hendrik P. Berlage,  Amsterdam 

Stock Exchange,  1903

With regard to the Amsterdam and London stock exchanges, it is important to note the development 

of building types : the dialectic between serial types based on distribution routes around open spaces 

and nodal types based on a large central hall around which the serial rooms are organized.

The Royal Exchange, built at the beginning of the second half of the 16th century, and the ancient 

Amsterdam Stock Exchange, built at the beginning of the 17th century by de Keyser, clearly constitutes 

the application of an innovative function to a serial courtyard structure



Louis Sullivan, Chichago Auditorium, 

1886 -90



Frank Gehry, DZ Bank, 1998 – 2000, Berlin





knotting process



Teatro elisabettiano



Fontego dei Tedeschi in Venice ( XVI 

Century).

The original building had the typical 

characters of the serial organism. Built 

in the sixteenth century mainly as a 

warehouse and home of merchants. 

Originally it consisted of a series of 

similar rooms distributed around a 

large central courtyard. 



Poste Venezia sezione

The covering of the courtyard with an iron and glass structure represented a distributive revolution, 

with the formation of a real nodal space (the hall for the public). At the same time, a distributive and 

static revolution that has involved extensive transformations of the structures.



Poste Venezia Copertura 

As a result of 

the 

transformation 

process, a new 

building was 

obtained not 

only 

distributively 

but also 

structurally, the 

perimetral 

rooms (serving, 

serial and 

statically 

collaborating) 

are necessary 

for the 

distribution, 

space and 

stability of the 
new node.



Poste nodo



Casa littoria a Como Terragni 1936



G.Strappa (capogruppo) G.L. Maffei, T. Casatelli, P. Di Giuliomaria, A. Trombetta

1995 - CONCORSO PER NUOVE CHIESE A ROMA (area di Tor Tre Teste)



G.Strappa (capogruppo) G.L. Maffei, T. Casatelli, P. Di 

Giuliomaria, A. Trombetta

1995 - CONCORSO PER NUOVE CHIESE A ROMA (area di 

Tor Tre Teste)



R. Bollati, S. Bollati, G. Figus, E. Flamini, 

G. Marinucci. 

Progetto di concorso per la chiesa della 

zona Ostia Lido. 



http://www.giuseppestrappa.it/


